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AND HE SAW THE SEA 

March 21, 1994 Guido J. Gores 

In mi d-January 1992 long before the Democratic 
candidates for the Presidency of the USA in the genera 
election of November 1992 were well defined and 
specifically William Clinton of Arkansas had ye t to 
burst upon the national political scene as a viable 
candidate (he was then but a re-electab1e Governor of 
the state of Arkansas) I read to this augus t body of 
literati a paper I entitled "Lament". This paper 
concerned itself over the great opportunity then at 
hand for the United states to act on the example of the 
Soviet collapse - dictatorship and stringent control 
over government, censorship central planning, e tc. had 
been its way and now this society, the most socialistic 
i n the educated world had failed. 
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I argued that the US, etc. must abandon its sixty 
year drift into socialism under Democratic Congresses 
over the entire period (actually there were two 2 year 
periods during that time when the Democrats did not 
control the House of Representatives - separate and not 
consecutive periods). I pointed out the abject failure 
of Russian (ie. soviet) communism, brutally dictatorial 
in nature, followed by the soviet collapse in 1988/89. 
I further described the difficulties (continuing and 
more challenging today) of all the semi-socialist 
countries of Western Europe with an emphasis on 
Sweden's abandonment of its socialistic experiment 
known as "The Middle Way". My point was the failure of 
socialism as a form of Government except when enforced 
brutally by autocratic dictatorship clearly indicates 
our soc i alistic drift must end immediately if the U.S. 
democracy as we have known it is to survive. My lament 
was the non-recognition of the problem as we drift on 
i nto ever more socialist types of schemes and rapidly 
i ncreasing federal bureaucracy accompanied by an ever 
more rigid and regulated Rociety. I specifically 
developed environmentalism and health care as areas of 
greatest danger. 

As all of us know today between President Bush and 
our current mendacious prevaricator President Clinton 
my worst fears have been and are being dai l y confirmed. 
My only satisfaction now remains that I could read my 
"Lament" paper tonight again to you and not a word in 
it would need updating. Our lady shadow president 
Hillary only serves to speed the process along aided by 
her profound influence on the whole Washington scene. 
Oh, could we but do without "do-gooders"! Socialism is 
not now and never has been a feminist issue; Hillary's 
main thrust today is not feminist; rather i t is rigid 
government regulation of society to insure "do
goodism". Many of us do not accept the va l idity or the 
propriety of "do-goodism", a fact she does not 
recognize and ignores. 

To me it is curious that Clinton's campaign 
obsession with egalitarianism and what was then widely 
referred to as the politics of envy as he pillories the 
"rich" has now virtually disappeared from his 
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utterances. Does he fear the Socialist label? I doubt 
he and his advisors understand the true implications of 
egalitarian i sm and its long-term predictable result fo r 
our society - a sharing of poverty and a continually 
declining standard of living backed up ultimately by a 
rigid brutal autocracy. 

Our very positive speaking and freely commenting 
secretary in his January 1992 minutes expressed his 
lack of interest in my "Lament" paper. He made it 
quite clear that he likes not economic nor political 
papers; they deal with such dull and dismal matters. 
Club members after hearing my paper seemed to note some 
worth to my point of view and even expressed to me some 
agreement with my unhappiness. Worry not! Tonight I 
take you from the world of human society to the world 
of nature where immutable verities rule supreme. It is 
a fascinat i ng world, like it or not. I cannot f i nd the 
sea dismal! 

I am reasonably certain that no one else in our 
membership has had the exposure to the sea that I had a 
half century ago. Others have written well and e ven 
e xcitedly about World War II sea duty in the U.S . Navy . 
Also, over my more than 25 years of Club membership 
there have been papers about commercial shipping 
experiences on the seas and lakes of the World. No one 
has told us of as much as four years of continuous sea 
duty (my lot) that took me to most a l l of the World 
failing only the Indian Ocean, the South Pacific, and 
the Polar Oceans. I've been to Egypt on the East and 
the Yellow Sea on the West, to Iceland on the North and 
the Falkland Islands on the South. My regret is that 
had to miss the Down Under continent and the more 
exotic islands of the South Pacific. 

As a deck officer (line officer with ship handling 
r e sponsibilities) much of my four years of sea duty wa s 
spent on the bridge of the two ships to which I was 
ass i gned. My first three and a half years were on the 
USS Savannah, a treaty cruiser built in the late 1920' s 
and theoretically limited to 10,000 tons displacement. 
Her armament was six inch guns in five turrets with a 
five inch anti-aircraft ma i n air defense battery . Her 
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War II function became promptly after mid 1942 
amphibious landing support bombardment. My last six 
months (1945) were on the Navy's then newest carrier, 
USS Boxer, where my duties were similar but somewhat 
less oriented to ship handling. It was very much a 
unique person as I was detailed to the Boxer as a 
Department Head, something unofficially almost 
exclusively reserved for regular Navy officers only. I 
was after all only a reserve lieutenant and an 
interloper. I was shortly promoted (my time had come) 
and as a Lieutenant Commander I was then better 
accepted. My carrier duties had me primarily occupied 
with Communication, coding, and Intelligence functions. 
These responsibilities had grown tremendously as War II 
progressed and the Navy shifted to real reliance on 
electronics. I've not been back to sea duty since War 
II but my understanding is that today most large 
warships are operated with complete reliance on 
sophist i cated electronics and almost nominal attention 
to the seas and weather, the compass, the sextant, etc. 

During War II line officer heads of departments on 
large ships were detailed when the ship was at sea to 
night t i me supervisory bridge watches so that the 
Captain and the Executive Office (2nd in line of 
command) could rest with some assurance that the 
command function was being responsibly discharged by an 
experienced and knowledgeable person. The detailing 
was by seniority so my nightly two hour stint was 
always either midnight to two AM or two to four AM, the 
watch always reserved for the junior department head. 
It was hard on my sleeping habits but the natural 
phenomena I then observed were always wondrous and 
often exciting. 

Today no one who travels to Europe, Africa or Asia 
travels by ship unless he wants rest and isolation and 
has time to spare. We fly and usually at 30,000 feet 
or more in the sky. We do not see the sea and seldom 
pay regard to the weather we traverse. During our 
flights many of us read, sleep, or watch movies paying 
no attent i on to the environment we are traversing. As 
I proceed to detail what I've seen from the bridge of a 
s hip, I hope to arouse your curiosity about what y ou 
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are miss i ng. You may give me a rejoinder about cruise 
ships where one can if one wishes observe the seas but 
m~ impression of cruises in 1994: is suntanning, food , 
llquor, more food, garnes, partying, sex, etc. but 
hardly any observation of the environment or what makes 
a ship run. 

About 60 % of the earth's surface is covered by s e a 
water. One thus can regard the sea as almost omni
present. For practical purposes we regard its level 
everywhere that it washes land as at the same elevatio 
from the center of our planet; actually there are minor 
differences in its exact level at various points on the 
planet. Lik ewi se we regard all sea water as salty to 
human taste and so it is but there are many degrees of 
saltiness, the most extreme and intense being observed 
in a shallow sea area with no outlet to other seas, 
e . g. The Caspian Sea or the Dead Sea. 

For me sea water is essentially colorless in the 
abstract. It often is as clear as the water we drink 
but the human eye always sees it colored to some hue, 
and that hue is always changing. Weather, depth to sea 
bottom, drainage from land masses, water temperature, 
time of day are all factors always at work. Human 
activity, e.g. dumping into the sea, passing of 
sh i pping, oil spills, large scale commercial fishing 
activity, sewerage and garbage dumping, etc. further 
complicate the influences at worst. Natural factors 
fu r ther complicate the coloring process - e.g. 
subsurface active volcanoes, movements of large schoo l s 
of f i sh, whales, dolphins, etc. as well as time of day 
and water temperature which i nteract; usually this 
int eraction is subtle, not violent, but never boring, 
rar ely predictable, and always fascinating. Thus, the 
range of color one perceives is infinite. 

Weather is a major factor not only in sea color 
but most noticeably in how the ship that is carrying 
one behaves. Seas run the gamut from smooth and glas s y 
to incredibly violent as major storms descend on a 
ship. There is absolutely nothing more delightful tha n 
a bridge watch on a sunny, bright afternoon with 
atmospheric temperature 70° to 75° Fahrenheit and 
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visibility clear to the horizon. contrast such with 
typhoon or hurricane seas - waves of huge force with a 
height of 50 to 100 feet capable of tossing like a mere 
crumb smaller ships such as destroyers, mine sweepers, 
fishing vessels, etc. The wonder is that smaller 
vessels are now overwhelmed and lost by such wave 
action - sometimes that does happen! 

storm action is an ever present danger to ship and 
crew. Once a storm is upon you there is no escape; all 
one can hope is that the ship is stout and ready and 
that it is properly handled. A modicum of l uck is 
always helpful! I have been through 4 Atlantic 
hurricanes and 1 Pacific typhoon. Thus I can speak 
with a degree of authority. I assure you the mental 
stress of the safety of the ship and its crew is as 
excruciating as the extreme physical discomf ort one 
must endure. One of those Atlantic hurricanes I 
experienced was so extreme that the U.s. Navy lost 2 
destroyers in that storm. The ships turned over and 
went straight to the bottom with all aboard . The 
formal inquest after that disaster - if my memory is 
correct - found that the modifications to improve top 
side anti-aircraft performance had upset the moment of 
righting that every ship has. I assure you that there 
have been many moments in my sea years that I wondered 
if my ship would right itself. Obviously, the ship 
always did; I'm here to tell you about it. Sea storms 
and even persistent rough weather make life miserable 
for those prone to sea sickness, cause the healthiest 
of us to sleep haltingly at best, and assure you of 
spilt coffee and cold sandwiches - no sit down wardroom 
mess and no cooked meals. I have on occasion been 
thrown out of my bunk in spite of a protect i ve bed 
rail. 

It goes without saying that in a storm all gear 
aboard ship must be securely stored lest it be lost 
over board. Should it get loose within the ship it can 
become a lethal weapon until resecured. As the Pacific 
Fleet learned to its grief on a carrier each plane must 
be in the hanger (the covered deck immediately below 
the flight deck) securely tied down and dra i ned of all 
flammab l e fuel - a hanger deck fire can be l ethal, even 
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so severe as to cause the loss of a ship - loose planes 
bump each other and are damaged at the very least and 
have been known to start hanger fires with large human 
casualties. Nothing on the flight deck that isn't 
riveted or welded to the carrier itself will stay put 
in a 100 mile per hour wind. In fact the flight decks 
of certain War II carriers were so mauled by typhoon 
winds that the very forward part of the deck at the 
stem of the ship was broken loose and rolled up like a 
sa i lor's bed roll. When that occurs, scratch the 
carrier; it will not be available for service for many 
months and only after a trip to the nearest ship 
bu ilding Navy Yard. 

It takes no imagination for my reader to grasp t he 
fact that a man is so puny compared to storm winds of 
intensity that, if exposed, a man will be blown into 
the sea despite his best efforts to save himself - a 
sure drowning every time. The storm itself makes rescue 
efforts impossible. I hasten to add that I did 
actually witness a miracle when a sailor on the USS 
Savannah was by luck saved in the midst of an Atlantic 
hurricane. The ship, at the height of a hurricane, wa s 
anchored in Chesapeake Bay, all vessels in Hampton 
Roads having been sent to the broader reaches of the 
lower bay as protection in preference to putting the 
entire fleet to sea. No ship could have safely stayed 
tied up at its slip. Our ship was steaming at 4 or 5 
knots ahead to keep all its anchors in place. The wind 
in the bay was between 75 and 90 knots; it was mid 
afternoon. The sailor was a novice and went out on the 
bow of the ship "to experience a hurr icane" in 
violation of all orders about staying below for 
safety's sake. I was on duty on the bridge at the 
time. A huge wave breaking at bridge level passed over 
the Savannah. It carried the sailor up ovp.r the ships 
rigging and super structure and hurled him aft against 
the stern life lines which caught his limp body where 
it could be rescued. He was then unconscious and with 
many broken bones but he did survive! I've seen too 
many young sailors blown and lost off ships not to 
realize that this was a real miracle. 
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More often than not my sea going days were 
p l easant, not horrendous as in storms. The sea is 
o f ten not violent but calm or nearly so. Add a 
p l easant temperature and full sun and one has the 
makings of a wonderful day. In equatorial l atitudes 
oppressive heat is always present to undo that sense of 
comfort and one's preoccupation becomes how to escape 
the heat when no escape is possible. I'm told that in 
today's world even warships and most freighters, 
tankers, and workships have virtually ubiqu i tous air 
conditioning. I'm sure crew efficiency is i mproved as 
a result but that former sense of universal heat 
oppression is lost; that sense was so much a part of 
a l l tropical duty that old-times such as I c an only 
t r eat today's seafarer as a softie. 

Climate has much effect on how the seaf arer views 
h i s life. Not only is there trop i cal heat but the 
o t her extreme of ice, snow, bitter winds, wi th high 
wa ves and unbearable cold. I cannot emphas i z e how cold 
a steel ship can become. Frostbite for all exposed 
c r ew becomes a real risk in a very short time; icy 
l a dders and decks mean easy falls and often broken 
bones. 

Those halcyon days of smooth sailing in mid 
l a titude parts of the seas are rare enough a nd after 
what I've already told you surely are to be understood 
a s much apprec i ated. I do think the Pacifi c mid
l a titudes are kinder and more pred i ctable than those of 
t h e Atlantic. Most European travelers rega r d the 
Me diterranean as a kind sea but I can assure you that 
i t s storms can be just as destruct i ve and uncomfortable 
a s any others. The best I can say for the 
Me diterranean is that when i t i s pleasant it can be 
e x tremely pleasant. Some o f my fondest memor i es are of 
my repeated travels between Palermo, Sicily and 
Al giers, Al geria. Despite the wartime hazar ds of mines 
a nd sUbmar i ne attack my full moon nightly br idge 
~atches on that run were about as pleasant a s any 
J ourney I have ever made. An occasional momenta ry 
fi ery blast from either Mount Aetna or Mount Stromboli 
b oth qui e scent but still on occasion quite a ctive ' 
v o lcanoes , added thrill to many of the tr i p s . Somehow, 
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nothing of my transit of the Pacific from Golden Gate 
to the Yellow Sea ever had for me the same nighttime 
relaxation or enjoyment even though the weather for the 
trip was every bit as pleasant as my Mediterranean 
experience and my naval duties were less demanding _ 
War II was by then at an end. The trip was 
intermin~ble (almost 6 weeks) as the carrier was daily 
engaged ln many hours of flight training with the 
prevailing wind such that net the carrier often ended a 
day of operations to the F.ast of where it had started 
that day - clearly no way to get to the Orient 
speedily. 

When I reflect on other good weather times. I do 
remember in 1943 an underway mid-ocean fueling 
operation near the Azores. This was a 2 to 3 hour 
period when the cruiser steamed an absolutely straight 
course at about 10 to 11 knots per hour along side a 
tanker also underway on the same course and at the same 
speed with several hoses strung and floated between t he 
two ships as the tanker pumped fuel oil, aviation 
gasoline, and similar items to the cruiser. Usually i~ 
went smoothly and our screen destroyers kept submarines 
and other shipping far away. This particular fueling 
actually was quite routine but for the fact that club 
member, Booth Shepherd, was on the tanker and 
prominently involved in the success of the fueling. 
memory is that our meeting in this manner was a 
surprise to each of us and it was to be several years 
before I again saw Booth. After demobilization I did 
not return to Cincinnati to live; he did. Our visit, 
he on the tanker and I on the cruiser , was by sound 
powered phone and subject to frequent interruption for 
necessary fueling instructions between ships which 
required us to temporarily relinquish the phones. I 
have no memory of what we talked about; I'm sure it 
wasn't momentously important. 

One of my more interesting experiences with 
essentially favorable weather and mild temperatures 
occurred in January and February 1945 when the USS 
Savannah was assigned the duty of protection to the US S 
Quincy which was carrying President Roosevelt to Malta 
and return where he would then fly to Yalta to meet 
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with stalin and Churchill. The point of his sea trip 
was to give the President as much rest as possible by 
keeping him essentially incommunicado. His health as I 
observed it from my bridge telescope was ghastly so his 
death in April 1945 was hardly a surprise to me. The 
essentially naval operations for the USS Savannah and 
other guard ships (mostly destroyers) were almost 
routine. The trips went smoothly. Our crew was almost 
gaga at seeing a woman aboard the Quincy. Whoever 
heard of a woman passenger on a u.S. Man of War?, 
particularly in a time of hostilities. It was FDR's 
daughter, Mrs. Oall who took him in his wheel chair out 
on the forecastle deck as often as possible. The 
bridge telescope really got a workout from our rubber 
neckers. At our assigned distance of 1000 yards I 
could not discern whether father and daughter had any 
conversations, but FOR had his fresh air and sunshine 
for fair. I might point out that the track for the 
flotilla was to the South of the cape Verde Islands and 
the Azores so essentially good weather obtained. 

Concomitantly, I was amazed and constantly 
surprised at what I can only surmise to have been a 
large school of dolphins (50 to 100 separate animals) 
which stayed with us for several days in the mid 
Atlantic. How they were able to maintain speed still 
remains a mystery. They stayed very close to the two 
cruisers as they seemed to swim in the bow waves of 
each ship. On the night supervisory watch I would 
watch for them and there they were. As we approached 
Bermuda (and vise versa on the trip to Malta) they 
suddenly disappeared in the dark just as stealthily as 
they had arrived. They were fabulous animals, such 
endurance; such playfulness; and such large animals -
and not a slacker in the group. 

There were so many unusual phenomena that I 
observed over the years from time to time that I can 
but mention them. Possibly the most spectacular were 
thunder and lightning storms, local in nature. A night 
time display of lightning all around the horizon often 
continuing for maybe an hour at a time is an event one 
does not forget as it illuminates to the horizon and 
often delineates the sharp edges of the storm. Then 
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once I saw a water spout dance around the task force i 
broad daylight. The winds that whipped it were fierc e 
and strong bu t very, very local. No ship was touched 
as it danced a way over the horizon with no noticeable 
after effects. Similar in effect but not weather 
induced were the many whirlpools I saw in strange 
places. Expert ship handling was necessary but most 0= 
them are we l l known and one is prepared for them. Two 
famous sites are Scylla and Charabdis of Greek 
mythology (actually the Tyrrhenian Sea meeting the 
Mediterranean at the straits of Messina at the boot of 
Southern Italy across from Messina, Sicily.) and the 
entrance to San Francisco Harbor from the Pacific unde~ 
the Golden Gate Bridge. 

The mixture of different bodies of water are oft e
of interest as one passes through the area of mixture . 
Off our Atlantic coast the Gulf stream lies at varying 
distances from land, none really very distant. If t he 
Sea is quiet enough and the light bright enough one C~ 
see the Gulf stream as one passes through it. 
conf i rmation of that passage is the change in weathe r 
and sea water temperatures (the boiler room knows i t . 
a matter of minutes and adjustments are immediately i 
order). In winter the crossing of the Gulf Stream i s 
as if arriving in the South of Florida from snow 
country in a half hour or so journey. Off with your 
jackets! coming home to the East Coast is of course 
the reverse process and on goes that jacket. 

To me one of the wonders of the Pacific remains 
unexplained simply because I do not choose to beli e ve 
the phenomena. In the Western Pacific between Hawaii 
and Japan there is an area of Sea where the nearest 
land i s more than 1200 miles away yet one observes s ea 
gulls and other birds. How do they manage it - no land 
to r es t on or to sleep on and any food must be speared 
or fished out of the sea. I wonder how it is possible 
to do without rest. The gulls s7ems to alwa~s be 
flying or floating on the se~, t~reless: :h~S has ~ee 
the course of events since tlme lmm7mor~a~, lt hasn t 
been the product of any gigantic sClentlflc ef f ort suc 

a s our NASA. 
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As one traverses the Atlantic off the coast of 
Northern Brazil if one is as close to shore as 200 
miles when one is due east of Belem, one comes on a 
clearly defined stream of muddy water in an otherwise 
clear ocean. The stream isn't wide, maybe a mile at 
best. The uninitiated are non-plussed but it is easily 
explained - the soils of the Andes and the Brazilian 
rainforest are being deposited into the vast Atlantic 
by the outflow of the Amazon river; the river as it 
enters the ocean is over 200 feet deep and very wide. 
So 200 miles or more of dispersion should not be a 
surprise. I'm told the mixing of the Mississippi River 
into the Gulf of Mexico is similar in nature but much . 
less dramatic. 

Again as one traverses the Atlantic from San Juan, 
Puerto Rico to Bermuda one crosses one of the deepest 
sea areas known to man. This is the Bermuda triangle 
graveyard of ships with an average depth of sea of 
32,000 feet - clear water with high light time 
phosphorescence and an incredibly dark bottom. I'm 
sur e one doesn't see the bottom; one can only imagine 
it at that depth. All is pitch bJack. On one of my 
several transits of the Nares deep on that San Juan -
Ber muda run, I was in the Savannah's chart house area 
whe n the fathometer which had been steadily reading at 
be l ow 30,000 feet suddenly recorded for but a minute or 
two a reading of 8000 feet returning them to a steady 
30 , 000 feet depth reading. All of our bridge and 
navigation personnel converged, discussed, and decided 
tha t we had passed over a one time live but now extinct 
sub surface volcano. Off to the Hydrological office 
went a report so the volcano can be indicated on future 
cha rts. 

Chart accuracy in the 1940'S left something to be 
des ired. Surface reefs and other hazards wer e well 
known and clearly on all charts, but the U.S . Navy and 
mar itime services did not then have complete charts of 
the Seas of the world. In fact the gaps were great and 
oft en embarrassing. Specifically, the late 1 942 U.S. 
amphibious landing operation on the Atlantic coast of 
Mor occo nearly failed because the French admi ralty 
cha rts from which the operation plans were prepared had 
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the coast of Morocco over 3 miles further West than in 
fact was proper. The task force arrived on station -
no land to be seen or found by radar, water depths in 
the hundreds of feet, rough, wet, miserable weather so 
no portable landing craft could be launched. Hours 
later the task force did find the proper landing areas 
but the night time surprise element as planned was 
lost. History, of course, records a series of 
successful landings, but it was a hair raiser. 

Poor, inaccurate charts were always a hazard. 
Today everything and everywhere is thoroughly mapped s 
that problems are minimized, but I've read in current · 
journals that the active sub surface volcanoes of the 
Pacific off Indonesia, Java, Thailand, etc. are 
constantly changing all bottom data in that part of the 
world. Some oceanographers have gone so far as to 
blame EI Nino on these very active vo l canoes which are 
heating that part of the Pacific and creating the 
strange currents flowing towards the Americas which 
then produce our storms and droughts that make liars of 
weather people who rely on historical averages for 
weather predictions. 

One final thought particularly for those o f you 
who are strong environmentalists: Man made smog is 
highly visible for long distances. Many of the great 
port cities and fine harbors allover the world are 
generous smog producers Their huge overhanging of haz e 
and darkness can be seen from 60 to 100 miles at sea. 
This smog effect is also very clearly visible from the 
air and the traveler who will but look from an airplane 
window at the right moment will also see such. I'm 
told that my memories of the approach from sea to New 
York city or Tokyo or Norfolk/Hampton Roads or Recife, 
Brazil are now incorrect. Fifty years of cleaner air 
has mitigated matters, but I'm certain the smog is 
still there to be seen. I have doubts that it ever be 
eradicated but there is steady improvement particularly 
in the Western World. 

Riverfest is Greater Cincinnati's most dramatic 
nighttime event. For those of you who have not been 
expos ed to actual night time hostilities I'm certain 
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the fireworks (improved each year) are sensational and 
a source of great pleasure. If you will but imagine 
many simultaneous Riverfest displays covering an entire 
area of sky for several miles, then you can imagine 
what a real air raid on a fleet can produce in the form 
of tracer bullet illuminated sky. The view is awesome; 
each ship has loaded its automatic close-in battery 
with colored tracer projectiles. A multi-colored 
rainbow effect is produced over the entire night time 
sky as all the batteries are being fired 
simultaneously. Many different color b\lllets are used; 
each gunner has a different color combination so he can 
identify where his bullets are headed. No f ireworks . 
d isplay could match this almost wanton and continuous 
hail of lead. The total effect is awesome i n its 
variety, size, duration, and noise. It truly is as 
though many Riverfests were joined together and 
continued indefinitely. Our Riverfest suffers by the 
comparison. I'm spoiled. I might add that 
t e chnological change in warfare may have obs ol e ted any 
such close-in battery employment, so there may no 
l o nger b e such a display to be see n. 

I've tried in this paper to expose each of you to 
a series of sea produced experiences that I doubt have 
b e en your lot. I trust you will give more than a 
p a ssing moment's thought to my litany . It is a little 
out of the ordinary for our Queen city land lubber 
constituency, and universal air travel today makes your 
f u ture exposure to much of it most unlikely. I do want 
to aid each of you on your way to becoming a man of all 
s e asons. 

~UDGET 

Ma rch 28, 1994 

1 - Happy ChandJer ................ ... .. Eslie Asbury 




